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01 About Chloë Lash & Beauty

Chloë Lash & Beauty was founded by Chloë Rolph with
her vision for providing a relaxing & friendly
environment for clients of all walks of life to come &
experience beauty at its most tranquil. Helping clients
feel beautiful inside & out was Chloë’s first mission,
leading to the opening of Chloë Lash & Beauty Bar! A
perfectly pink paradise dripped in trims of gold & pure
beauty,providing the highest of standard treatments &
knowledge to the clients of South Dorset.

Soon realising the lack of educational options
around the local area, Chloë’s second mission

came into play during the first lockdown of 2020,
becoming an educator & friend to those of all skill
sets & knowledge within the beauty industry.

Today Chloë Lash & Beauty Training Academy is full
with thriving students, learning and growing within
the safe & well established walls of our beauty bar
student salon & Training Academy learning a variety
of di�erent courses.

We believe in building a community of elite
therapists, trained to the highest standard to
provide treatments with professionalism, skill &
precision. Our educational focus is to drive our
students to dream bigger than themselves and
achieve all they possibly can with our help and
support.

We want to congratulate you on taking your first
step into the beauty industry & thank you for
choosing us to bring you the knowledge of some of
the most popular & iconic facial treatments around!

Best of luck!

Chloë
x
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Certification & case studies
Upon completion you will be given a certificate of attendance, this should ensure you can gain students beauty
insurance during practising for your case studies. This course requires 5 x case studies. This can be done with no
time limit & a certificate of qualification will be given upon completion of all 5 case studies.Please ensure you
gain permissions to take & use before and after photos from clients.

Case studies should be presented via Email: info@chloelashandbeautybar.com Subject: name surname, course &
case study number.

We require CLEAR clean photos of;
● Before & after with eyes open (front view of client)

Upon qualification certification you will be able to gain insurance with your new accredited certificate.

What’s next?
The beauty world is your oyster!
If you are interested in furthering your beauty career or maybe even dip your toe into a beautiful lash course,
look no further! We o�er a variety of eye treatment courses with the news of launching more very soon!

Courses currently available are:

● Beginners classic eyelash extension
● Russian volume technique
● Lash lifting & tinting
● One to one private training sessions
● ‘The Chloë Brow’
● Brow Lamination, Waxing & Tinting.

NEW COURSES TO BE LAUNCHING 2021!

Please feel free to follow us on facebook & share your experience with us!
Thank you for choosing Chloë Lash & Beauty Training Academy as your training provider, we hope to see you
again soon! Please keep in touch, you have our 24/7 lifetime support as a student of ours & welcome you into
our VIP student facebook messenger group where you can connect & share your experience with other
students.
www.facebook.com/chloelashbeautybar
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02 Introduction to Brow Lamination,
Tinting & Waxing

Brow Lamination is a gorgeously crafted treatment which is combined with the most detailed & defined
techniques of today's iconic brow treatments to manipulate the brow hair into a new position. This treatment
o�ers a brow package which is tailor made to suit every single individual client but also caters for EVERYBODY.
That’s right! Men, Women, Teens & Every beautiful human being in between! There are 3 stages to a Brow
Lamination treatment which o�ers a completely tailored package for all brow shapes, types & sizes.

This treatment is suited for those who would benefit from:

● Having beautifully crafted brows to suit their facial structure & personality.
● Want a more natural or dramatically enhanced look.
● Cannot stand the thought of going for permanent microblading or similar treatments.
● Have light coloured brows, want a richer colour to their brows & more definition.
● Have thinning or naturally sparse brows that would like to add the illusion of density & definition.
● Want to wake up with perfectly defined & sculpted brows!

How does it work?

A Brow Lamination is a bespoke treatment using a 4 step system to design, sculpt, colour, define & shape those
caterpillar brows & turn them into beautifully unique butterflies! We laminate the brows to manipulate them to
sit into a desired position & also to create a number of looks from the brushed up brow to clients who need
correctional direction within the brow growth, to cover sparser areas of the brow or to give the illusion of a
thicker brow until desired re-growth has been reached. Tailoring our brow treatment around our client’s desired
finished look & facial features provides a more personalised service which really shows o� your skillset! Adding
depth & inviting rich tones into the brows really define & make them stand out against the skin tone of your
client. We follow this by detailed waxing & shaping to remove unwanted hair we cannot use & adding extra
definition by tweezing strays left behind.

Step 1: Design & consultation
Step 2: Brow Lamination
Step 3: Tinting of the brows
Step 4: Waxing, shaping & finishing
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Course Objectives:

● To be able to consult and prepare our clients for a full bespoke brow treatment.
● To be able to understand the structure of a Brow Lamination, Tinting & Waxing treatment & carry out

the treatment on a client confidently on your own.
● To have full understanding of the colour wheel, how we use this knowledge when carrying out &

planning the tint being used at the tinting stage of the treatment.
● To be able to use a variety of techniques to finish brows creating a variety of di�erent looks.
● Feel confident in sharing your knowledge & new found skill set with your clients.

Recommended treatment cost: £40.00-45.00 per treatment.

Anatomy & Physiology
Skin-
The skin is the largest organ of the human body & weighs between 6 & 10lbs. It needs to be kept in good working
condition in order for it to function correctly & protect our bodies. The skin is our protection & keeps our vital
organs safe.Skin temperature is the temperature of the outermost surface of the body. Normal human skin
temperature on the trunk of the body varies between 33.5 and 36.9 °C (92.3 and 98.4 °F), though the skin's
temperature is lower over protruding parts, like the nose, and higher over muscles and active organs.

The functions of the skin:

Sensation- there are several di�erent nerve endings carried within the skin, which respond to heat, cold, touch,
pressure & pain.

Heat regulation- The skin helps to keep the body at a constant temperature of approximately 36.9℃.

Absorption- Substances can be absorbed through the skin, staying in that area, or going into the blood stream to
then be carried throughout the body.

Protection- The skin gives a waterproof coat which protects the body from dirt, bacterial infection, minor injury
& chemical attack.

Excretion- Perspiration & other waste products are lost through the skin.

Secretion- Sebum (oil), which moisturises & protects our skin, is produced in the sebaceous glands within the
skin.

Storage- The skin stores fat & water to be used up by the body, as it is required.

Vitamin D formation- The skin produces vitamin D through uv light, this vitamin is essential to absorb calcium.
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The layers of the skin

Epidermis
Your skin's top layer, the epidermis, is super thin on some parts of your body (your eyelids) & thicker on others
(the bottom of your feet). The epidermis does not contain any blood vessels and is, therefore, dependent on the
dermis, the layer of the skin underneath it, to provide access to nutrients & dispose of waste.

The epidermis is the layer of skin in charge of:
● Making new skin cells: This happens at the bottom of the epidermis. The skin cells travel up to the top

layer and flake o� about a month after they form.
● Giving skin its colour: The skin makes melanin, which produces pigment that gives your skin colour.

Melanin is a natural skin pigment. Hair, skin, & eye color in people & animals mostly depends on the
type & amount of melanin they have. Special skin cells called melanocytes make melanin. Everyone has
the same number of melanocytes, but some people make more melanin than others.

● Protecting your body: The epidermis has special cells that are part of your immune system & help you
stay healthy.

Dermis
The dermis is the layer of skin that lies beneath the epidermis & above the subcutaneous layer. It is the thickest
layer of the skin, & is made up of fibrous & elastic tissue. Thus it provides strength and flexibility to the skin.
A lot happens in this layer, the dermis. The responsibilities of the dermis include:

● Making sweat: There are little pockets called sweat glands in the dermis. They make sweat, which goes
through little tubes and comes out of holes on the surface of the skin called pores. Sweating keeps you
cool and helps to regulate body temperature. Sweat also helps you to get rid of toxic waste material your
body doesn't need.

● Helping you feel sensations: Nerve endings in the dermis help you feel sensations. They send signals to
your brain, so you know how something feels if it hurts (meaning you should stop touching it), is itchy or
feels nice when you touch it.

● Growing hair: The dermis is where you will find the root of each tiny little hair on your skin. Each root
attaches to a tiny little muscle that tightens & gives you goosebumps when you are cold or scared.
Goosebumps occur when tiny muscles in our skin's hair follicles, called arrector pili muscles, pull hair
upright. For animals with thick fur, this response helps keep them warm.

● Making sebum(oil): A type of gland called the sebaceous gland in your skin is responsible for making
sebum (oil). The oil is designed to keep your skin soft, smooth & waterproof. Sometimes the glands make
too much sebum which can lead to pimples from blocked pores. (see acne: pimples & zits).

Subcutaneous fat:
The bottom layer is the subcutaneous fat layer. This layer plays an import role in your body by:

● Attaching the dermis to your muscles & bones: this layer has a special connecting tissue that attaches the
dermis to your muscles & bones.

● Helping blood vessels & nerve cells: blood vessels and nerve cells that start in the dermis get bigger & go
to the rest of your body from here.

● Controlling your body temperature: the subcutaneous fat is the layer that helps keep your body from
getting too warm or too cold.

● Storing fat: This fat pads your muscles, bones & protects them from bumps & falls.
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The hair follicle structure

The hair follicles are made up of many di�erent components but mainly keratin which is the protein your hair,
skin and nails are made from. A hair follicle consists of :

The papilla is a large structure at the base of the hair follicle. The papilla is made up mainly of connective tissue,
a capillary loop & blood vessels that nourish growing hair,it exists in the very base of the hair follicle. Cell
division in the papilla is either rare or non-existent.Around the papilla is the hair matrix.

The germinal matrix, which is also referred to as the ‘matrix’ is where cells produce new hairs as hairs come to
the end of their life cycle & fall out. It is located in the lower region of the hair follicle.

A root sheath composed of an external and internal root sheath. The external root sheath appears empty with
cuboid cells when stained with H&E stain. The internal root sheath is composed of three layers, Henle's layer,
Huxley's layer, and an internal cuticle that is continuous with the outermost layer of the hair fiber.

The bulge is located in the outer root sheath at the insertion point of the arrector pili muscle. It houses several
types of stem cells, which supply the entire hair follicle with new cells, and take part in healing the epidermis
after a wound.

The bulb is a bulb shaped rounded structure at the bottom part of the hair follicle ‘stocking’ that surrounds the
papilla and the germinal matrix & is fed by blood vessels. This is the living part of the hair. In fact, hair that is
visible above the surface of the skin has already reached the end of its life cycle & is no longer ‘living’. The bulb
holds several types of stem cells that divide every 23 to 72 hours, faster than any other cells in the body. The bulb
also contains hormones that a�ect hair growth and structure during di�erent stages of life, such as during
puberty and during pregnancy.
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Hair growth & hair structure

The rate at which hair grows varies from person to person, but the average growth rate is about a half inch per
month or six inches per year. The hair growth cycle is split up into three phases: anagen, catagen & telogen.
Eyebrows are naturally coarser than other facial hair and are designed to keep dust, debris, sweat, germs & dirt
out of the eye.

The average hair on a human body comprises of:

Keratin: A protein, which forms hair, nails and skin.
Cuticle: The hair cuticle is the outermost part of the hair shaft.
Cortex: The middle layer of hair.
Medulla: The medulla is the innermost layer of the hair shaft.
Inner Root Sheath: The inner root sheath of the hair follicle is located between the outer root sheath & the
hair.shaft. It is made of three layers: Henle’s layer, Huxley’s layer & the cuticle.
Outer Root Sheath: The outer root sheath of the hair follicle encloses the inner root sheath & hair shaft.
Connective Tissue: Connective tissue is a form of fibrous tissue. Collagen is the main protein of connective
tissue.
Dermal Papillae: The dermal papilla nourishes all the hair follicles & brings food and oxygen to the lower layers
of epidermal cells.
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The hair growth cycle:
The eyebrows go through 3 stages of hair growth.

● 1st stage: Anagen, active growth stage The premature hair is relatively new growth. These hairs are very
short & weak. These hairs will measure under 4mm.

● 2nd stage: Categen, Transition/ regression stage. The healthy hair has been growing for 2 – 4 weeks & is
now strong & healthy.These Hairs will measure over 4mm.

● 3rd stage:  Telogen, resting stage. These
are the long hairs that are fully grown &
could be prone to falling out at any time.
These hairs will reach their optimum
length of 6-9mm.

Types of hair growth found on the body:

Hair is found all over the body except for the palms of your hands, the soles of your feet, lips & genitalia. There
are three di�erent classifications:

1. Lanugo
2. Vellus
3. Terminal

Lanugo:
Is hair found on an unborn baby & the first result of cellular activity within the skin. This is usually discarded
before or soon after birth & replaced by slightly coarse hair.

Vellus:
Vellus  is the soft downy hair often found on the cheeks & all over the body. The hairs usually lack pigmentation
& grow from a shallow depth at about the sebaceous gland level. These hairs rarely grow longer than 2cm in
length & are usually straight due to the fact that they have shallow follicles. Vellus hairs do not become terminal
unless they are stimulated by a topical (i.e. shaving or plucking) or systemic (i.e. hormones, medication) cause. If
this occurred, they would then start to grow deeper, develop a bulb, pick up a blood supply from the dermis &
become shallow terminal hairs.

Terminal hairs:
Terminal hairs are pigmented, deep seated, coarse hairs, which have a well-developed root & bulb, and often
extend into the sebaceous layer. Terminal hairs are present on the scalp, eyebrows, underarms, pubic areas, legs,
men's chests etc. A terminal hair is composed of three layers: the cuticle, cortex & medulla.
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It is perfectly normal for the human body to have hair, it is there to protect our body & keep us warm. Hairs in
di�erent regions of our bodies have di�erent functions.

● Scalp hair protects the head & helps the body to retain heat.
● Eyelashes & eyebrows protect the eyes against orient light & dust particles.
● Underarm & pubic hair protects the delicate skin & cushions against friction.
● Body hair protects against loss of heat.

Contraindications
Although brow lamination lotions & tints are ultra safe, you still need to be vigilant on who to carry out the
treatment on, the proper protocols to follow & what to do in the event of a spillage or other mishaps.
This treatment is only to be performed on suitable clients with strong healthy brows, free from damage &/or
cosmetic abuse such as poorly applied and/or un-maintained eyebrow extensions or overprocessing from
previous chemical treatments.

DO NOT perform a brow lamination & tint on anyone under the age of 18,any pregnant/breastfeeding
women,women on IVF treatment, or on clients with eye infections or diseases.
Clients who are undergoing cancer treatment or who have alopecia or trichomania without a doctor's consent to
say it is safe to carry out a lamination & tint without compromising your client's health.

If eye contact occurs, flush the eye with water for a minimum of 15 minutes & consult a doctor or medical
professional.

Always follow manufacturer's instructions & timings as these can vary from brand to brand. You have 3 main
products:

Lifting lotion: this creates a chemical reaction which softens the cuticle, as the cuticle scales open & the lifting
lotion enters the cortex it breaks down the disulphide bonds.

Setting lotion: this sets the new position of the brow by removing hydrogen & adding oxygen, which
permanently fixes the disulphide bonds to the new brow position.

Nourishing lotion/oil: conditions the brows after the brow lamination process to prevent brows from becoming
brittle.

PATCH TESTING:
Patch testing must be performed for all lotions being used including the lifting, setting & nourishing lotions 48
hours prior to full application & MUST NOT be applied to the skin behind the ear as this in event of a positive

reaction is close to the airways. Always apply to the inside of the wrist or forearm 48 hours prior to treatment
application. Please remember to follow your training, manufacturer's instructions & insurance requirements.

Antihistamines cannot be taken 48 hours before or after a patch test (unless advised to by a medical
professional) as it can mask a positive reaction.
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The most common perpetrator within a positive patch test of any tinting would be PPD
Para-phenylenediamine. Dyes containing PPD are safe to use, providing safety instructions are followed. These

products are strictly regulated & there's a maximum limit to the amount of PPD the product can contain.

If you ignore the safety instructions that come with the dye, you could put your client at risk of a serious
reaction.

You're particularly at risk if you have (or have previously had) a black henna tattoo.

These temporary tattoos should be avoided because the paste often contains high levels of PPD, which can
increase the risk of an allergic reaction the next time you're exposed to it. So, you could develop a

life-threatening allergic reaction when you next use PPD hair dye.If a positive reaction occurs with a client & you
suspect it is PPD or your clients suspects this, you can refer them to seek advice from a doctor where they could
also request to have a patch test done at an allergy clinic, to see which chemicals you're sensitive to, if any. You

can then check product labels & avoid products containing these chemicals. However, the clinic may not test all
hair dye chemicals.

*IF reaction does occur & is rapidly progressing you MUST STAY CALM phone 111 to seek advice or 999 in
extreme cases, ensure you have a copy of your client's record card & the packaging of the product used to give
to the ambulance personnel to refer to. You may be asked to fax a copy over to your client’s GP surgery*

Contraindications & contractions

A contra indication is a condition which will restrict or prevent a treatment from being carried out.
Contra indications explained:

Conjunctivitis
red eyes, sticky discharge & a gritty sensation, highly infectious & contagious.Antibiotics would be prescribed by
GP. Clients are not suitable for treatment until 2 months after the condition has cleared up.
DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT

Thyroid Disorder
Over or under active function of the thyroid gland which is essential for producing thyroid hormones which
maintain metabolism. Although thyroid disorder is not a contra indication, we must inform the client that the
treatment may or may not work as thyroid a�ects the hair, skin & nails.

Styes/cysts
Not suitable for treatment as there could be infection & we could cause further irritation or make the condition
worse. DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT

Hormonal Imbalance
As like thyroid brows may not take into a new position.
DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT
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Pregnancy
Due to hormone fluctuation, brows may not take. If a client were to take an allergic reaction, they may be unable
to take antihistamine due to pregnancy.
DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT

Cuts/abrasions
If in or around the eye area.
DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT

Chemotherapy
Contraindicated due to loss of hair and sensitivity. DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT advise clients to get
doctor's permission if treatment has been completed & finished for over 6- 12 months before any brow or lash
treatment.

Skin disorder/disease
Any disorders in or around the eyes, do not carry out the treatment. Eye inflammation: not suitable for
treatment. DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT

Hay Fever
Fumes from products can encourage over production of moisture in the eyes. Check client comfortability.

Alopecia
Due to weakness & lack of hair, not suitable for treatment.
DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT

Trichotillomania
A compulsive urge to pull out one's own hair, leads to hair loss & gaps in the lashes, not suitable for treatment.

Claustrophobia
Although the client is not contra indicated they may feel uncomfortable lying with eyes closed, they may tolerate
the treatment with reassurance from the technician.

Bell 's palsy
Bell 's palsy or any condition that makes closing the eyes di�cult, eyes must remain closed throughout
treatment.
DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT

Post chemotherapy
Normally 6 months after chemotherapy but always GP referral.

Eye disorder/disease
Any sign of abnormalities around the eye or eye area is contraindicated.
DO NOT CARRY OUT TREATMENT.
IF in doubt DO NOT CARRY OUT!

PPD Allergy picture on the left of Chloë’s client having 2 positive reactions to PPD.  The black patch test being a HD
Brow patch test & the second being beauty wholesale lash tint, left on for 5 minutes for the lash tint & 5 hours for the
HD brows before removal due to irritation.5 hours apart from the pictures. Client is safe and well & received a skin

patch testing appointment at her GP to confirm allergy as recommended & steroid cream ointment.
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Client record card & consent form
Client confidential record card example:

Client Name: Please circle: Male/Female/Other

Address:

Post code: DOB:

Tel landline:

Mobile:

Email: Occupation:

Doctors surgery name & address:

Doctors surgery tel number:

Contraindications (please circle all that apply)

Medical referral:

Severe skin disorder, Inflammation of skin, Infections skin diseases, Eye disease, Eye infections, Recent eye
surgery, Condition that causes shaking / jerking movements, Chemotherapy or Tricholotillomania

Restrict Service / Special Care:

Epilepsy, Sensitive skin, Eye surgery, Skin infections, Eye infections, Contact lenses, Alopecia, watery eyes, Hay
Fever, Asthma or any known Allergies:

Any other conditions:
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Are you currently taking any Medication? Please circle YES/NO
If yes please state which medication:

Any other relevant information? Have you ever had a reaction to hair dye/PPD or Latex?

Have you had Eyelash Lifting/Eye Brow Lamination & Tinting before?  YES/NO

Have you had your brows laminated, tinted or microbladed in the last 6-8 weeks?  YES/NO

Do you use an eye product regularly? E.g. eye drop, cream or gel?

For Therapist Use only:

Patch Test Completed: Date: Time:

List all products patch tested: Client requirements:

Information for Client

The treatment is relaxing & involves you lying down for up to 1 hour 15 minutes, it is important that you are
comfortable during this time. After the treatment read the aftercare notes & follow them closely. Do you have
any questions?

Disclaimer: I confirm that to the best of my knowledge the answers I have given are correct & I have not
withheld any information that may be relevant to my eyebrow treatment. I agree that I am happy to receive the
treatment outlined to me, agree to follow all advice & after care information provided for me.

Client signature: Date:

Therapists signature: Date:

You should explain to your client the features & benefits of the procedure at this stage including the application
process. Explain that the procedure can take 1 hours 15 minutes & that the client will need to keep their eyes shut
at times. Some clients may not wish to do this & therefore may not be suitable for the treatment.

The client must understand that the treatment is Semi permanent & the permanence is dependent on the
aftercare & life span of individual brow hairs. The consultation is carried out at least 48 hours prior to
application as a patch test can be applied at this time. Check the client's eyes & brows are clear from any trauma,
or redness before applying any patch test. A Consultation/record card should be completed at this stage. Do Not
under any circumstance, perform the treatment without a patch test, explain to the client that a patch test is
required (by law) & as there may be a chance of an allergic reaction. Observe your client’s eye area: if eyes or
skin around the eye area appear sore, reddened, swollen, or are itching, do not proceed with treatment. Advise
your client to see their GP. Observe your client's eyebrows carefully & consult with your client accordingly. Now
is the time to use your judgement on how thick and healthy those brow hairs are to determine the length of
processing times to use.
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Sterilisation & hygiene

When dealing with personal &  salon hygiene you must always be following hand washing & health & safety
protocols stated by the COSHH (control of substances hazardous to health) regulations, to ensure you are using
chemicals & products as to manufacturer's instructions, storing them correctly out of reach of heat/sunlight in a
locked cupboard away from children, disposing them correctly as per manufacturer's instructions & local council
disposal protocols. COSHH covers substances hazardous to health that come in many forms such as;

● Chemicals
● Products containing chemicals
● Fumes
● Dusts
● Vapours
● Mists
● Nanotechnology
● Gases, asphyxiating gases & biological agents (germs)
● Germs that cause diseases such as leptospirosis or legionnaires' disease & germs used in laboratories.

COSHH does not cover lead,Asbestos or radioactive substances because these have their own specific
regulations.

Always check on the labels of the bottles for the hazard signs, always wear gloves & appropriate PPE (personal
protective equipment) to protect yourself & your client.

Please refer to COSHH regulations for more details on www.hse.gov.uk/coshh/index.

‘Y’ tools & tweezers should be sterilised in an autoclave, UV light steriliser or by placing them in a chemical
sterilising fluid for the time suggested by the manufacturer. Once the time is up, wear a disposable glove to
remove the tweezers, wipe dry with a clean disposable towel & store in a sanitised case or tweezer pouch
protected with either a clean disposable towel or pouch from the manufacturer. Before being used, they should
be wiped over to remove the disinfectant solution in case of contact with eyes. Tweezers & ‘Y’ tools should then
be placed inside a sterile container or case & kept in a safe place ready for use.

Demodex folliculorum, or demodicid is a tiny mite, (sometimes called a face mite) which lives in the pores & hair
follicles of the human body. It is often living in the roots of the eyelashes, eyebrows & found in most
adults.Demodex are mostly harmless & don’t typically transmit disease, but large numbers may cause itching,
skin disorders, inflammation, infection & can cause some natural hair to fall out easily. Always ensure you clean
the brows with the anti bacterial shampoo cleanser before carrying out a brow treatment. Advise clients to keep
their brows & eyelids clean.
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Client preparation

● Prior to appointment, advise your client to arrive with no facial make-up, oil based lotions or
moisturisers around the eye area.

● It is paramount that all products, debris & oils are removed from the brows before carrying out a brow
treatment to avoid an invisible barrier which can stop the developmental & processing stages of the
treatment.

● Use an oil free make-up remover/brow cleanser to remove dirt/debris/make-up to create a barrier free
clean canvas to work on. This will ensure optimum results.

● Check that you have all the necessary tools & equipment ready. Ensure all metal tools are sterilised prior
to use.

● All disposable items should go straight into a bin after use & not left on any surface to avoid cross
infection & contamination,

Consult, Plan & Prepare for service with clients

Communication is key! You must have a thorough & informative consultation with your client to determine
treatment suitability, maintenance, aftercare and educate your clients on each step of the procedure. Educate

them on what to expect before the procedure,after the procedure & on how to maintain their brow lamination &
tint to get the most out of their treatment.

1.Using a polite & friendly manner, Smile & talk to your client about the procedure, what she would ultimately
like her results to be, what she likes & doesn't like.This is also the stage where you find out if she is suitable for

the treatment, remember to check and carry out a thorough assessment on her natural brows as well as her
medical consent form/client record card & keep an eye out for any pesky contraindications!

2. Ask clients the appropriate questions to identify if they have any contraindications. Question further if they
don’t give clear answers. Make sure they are open ended & encourage your clients to engage in conversation with
you.
3. Record your client’s responses to questions that are a need to know to help toward the treatment or something

you need to remember for next time on your consultation sheet i.e. new medication your client has started?
4..Use industry standard consent forms & make sure the client has signed it before commencing treatment.

5. No brow lamination or tinting anyone under the age of 18, unless you check with insurance & manufacturers
instructions if they cover you in your policy to do so, you may need parental consent and parent/guardian to be

present during the procedure.
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6.Make sure the client is in a safe & comfortable position before their treatment commences. Ask the client to let
you know if they become uncomfortable & wish to move, so that you can stop what you are doing to allow them

to move.
7. Thoroughly examine the eye area to identify if there is anything that could a�ect the treatment. Sometimes

contraindications may not become apparent until the eyes have been examined.
8. Perform a patch test directly onto the wrist on both arms, one with brow tint, the other arm with Brow lifting

& setting lotions & left on for 48 hours. .A patch test should be carried out at least 48 hours prior by following the
manufacturers guidelines.

9. Take action in response to any contraindications identified.
10. Inform the client if a positive patch test occurs that you will not be able to carry out the treatment & refer to

doctor or medical personnel for medical advice.
11. Base recommendations on the client consultation & observation of the brows. Agree with the client an

achievable look & make sure they are happy to proceed. If they are not happy & you have tried to accommodate,
do not carry out the treatment as the client may not be happy with the look & ask to have a refund.

12. Ensure the client’s clothes, skin & hair are protected as much as possible.
13.Make sure clients' eyes are cleaned ready for application.

What you’ll need

● Cleansing lash shampoo & brush
● 1 Lift Adhesive
● 1 brow bomb lifting lotion
● 1 brow bomb setting lotion
● 1 brow bomb nourish lotion
● Brow Tint in various colours (if desired)
● Micro brush Applicators
● Y Tool
● Mascara Wands
● Dappen Dish
● Cotton swabs
● 2 x timers one for each eyebrow
● Disposable hair nets
● Tint brush
● Brow tint developer
● Waxing pot heater
● Wax pot
● Swizzle sticks
● After wax & pre wax lotions
● Tint stain remover
● Wax strips
● Couch roll
● Gloves
● Apron
● Mask
● Face visor
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03 Treatment Tinting Theory
All brow & lash tinting brands have di�erent mixing instructions, processing times & colour variations.
Always follow manufacturers instructions when using di�erent products. This part of your theory will be

based upon The Beautiful Lashes & Brows Tinting Range.

Natural - For very blonde or red headed clients wanting a little extra visibility.
Mid Brown - For 'ashy' blonde clients wanting a natural deeper look

Brown - For brunettes looking to accentuate their natural brow
Blue Black - For those brows that really want to pop!

Deep Black - A true natural black.

SKIN SENSITIVITY / PATCH TEST

A patch test must be carried out at least 48 hours prior to treatment date. The result from the test will be either
positive or negative. A positive result will be recognised by irritation, swelling or inflammation of the skin. If this

occurs, you must not proceed with the treatment. A negative result produces no skin reaction and you can
proceed with the treatment.

HOW TO APPLY (BROWS) :

STEP 1. Start by prepping the tint mixture. You'll find a tube of tint in your kit and a bottle of Cream Developer.
Combine 1cm of cream and 3 drops of the Cream Developer into the Dappen Dish and mix together until a

spreadable consistency.

STEP 2. Once your tint is ready, prep the skin by making sure all makeup is removed. Using Vaseline / Petroleum
Jelly apply a moisture barrier around the brows (to prevent any staining slips ups) Just a thin

-layer underneath the brow arch and above the tail of the brow is usually all you need.
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STEP 3. Using the tint brush, included in the kit, gather the tint on the brush and place it through the brows.
Make sure each hair is coated and shaped the way you want it.

STEP 4. Wait up to 2-10 minutes depending on your desired depth of colour. Wait for about 10 minutes if you like
them extra dark. You can tell when it's time to remove it because the colour sets.

STEP 5. To remove, simply use a Tint/ Makeup remover and cotton pad to rub the mixture o�.

Brow shapes
The best eyebrow shape for your clients face shape.
There are five basic brow shapes:

Knowing your clients face shape is the first step to perfect shaped brows
In order to know which shaped eyebrows suit your client, you will firstly need to identify your clients face shape.
Face shapes can be identified by drawing an imaginary picture frame around the face. The eyebrows form the top
of the frame, the jaw line forms the bottom of the frame and the sides are formed between the temples and the
jaw line.

Enhancing your facial features with brow shaping
By tweaking their brow shapes we can cleverly change the proportion of the facial features creating the illusion of
a slightly di�erent face shape. This can be done by raising, lowering or lengthening the upper frame by changing
the brow shape. For example you can make a short square face look longer just by raising the eyebrows by
creating an arch.

Similarly, if we lengthen the tails of the brows, the brow area will look wider in turn making the jawline appear
slimmer in proportion. Those with wide-set eyes can make them appear closer together by keeping the brows
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close-set. The bridge of the nose can be made to look slimmer by doing this also. Fuller brows can make your
whole face appear smaller, rounded brows can make your clients face shape look rounder and having softer
contoured brows will soften an angular face. By adding sharper angles into your clients brows you can make a
softer rounder face look more shapely. It’s all a bit of trickery cleverly achieved by shaping the brows.

Finding the exact eyebrow shape for di�erent face types can seem like a tricky task however it really is a case of
looking at what features you wish to highlight and emphasise or alternatively ‘draw attention away from’

Eyebrow shapes for a ‘Round’ face
Rounded brows on a rounded face will only make it appear rounder. The objective is to make this face shape look longer and
the jaw to appear narrower.

Opt for a soft lifted arch and a lengthened tail to create the illusion of a longer face and slimmer jawline.

Tips :Avoid straight flat brows on a round face as it will mismatch the face and make it look shorter
Avoid a round brow because this will make the face and its features look even rounder
Avoid a sharp, angular shape as these will not complement the curves of the face
Keep the contours of the brows soft and slightly curved under the arch
Brush the hairs at the front upright to add an angular element to the brow shape to gain balance.
Add height at the arch to lengthen the face.
Keep the arch nearer to the centre of the brow to make the face appear more oval
Add length to the eyebrows to give the illusion of a slimmer jawline.

Eyebrow shapes perfect for a ‘Square’ face
A square face tends to have more angular features. Our objective is to make this face
shape look longer and the jaw line to appear more narrow.

Opt for a soft lifted arch and a lengthened tail which will help to elongate the face and
make the jawline look slimmer.

Tips :
Avoid round brows on a square face as they will miss match the face and its features.
Avoid flat brows on a square face as the face will appear shorter and even more square.
Keep the contours of the brows angular i.e. a squarer front and a straighter lines
Add a in a curved element to the shape under the arch to gain balance.
Add height to the arch to lengthen the face
Keep the arch nearer to the centre of the brow to draw attention to the centre of the
face
Add length to the brows to give the illusion of a slimmer jawline.
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Brow shapes fit for an oval face
The oval face shape is seen as the ideal face shape because it suits many styles of brow. That said there are still a
couple of rules to abide by to achieve the most flattering brow shape on an oval face.

Tips :Make sure not to put oval brows on an oval shaped face. You can avoid this by making sure your arch
doesn’t sit in the centre of the brows. Keep the contour of the brow shape soft to avoid making the brows appear
too sharp or angular.

Best eyebrow shape for a Long face shape
A long face is typically oblong or rectangular in shape and tends to be very narrow with close and deep set eyes.

Our objective is to make this face shape appear shorter and wider.
Opt for a flatter curved brow shape with a shallow arch and longer tails to

make the face look shorter and wider at the temples

Tips :Avoid a height to the brows as this will make the face look longer.
Keep brows flatter so as not to create the illusion of a shorter face.
Keep characteristics soft and curved to complement the features.

Keep brows wider apart to draw attention away from the centre of the
face.The highest point of the arch should be further away from the centre

of the brows.
Arch the brows from underneath rather then the top of the brows to open

up deep set eyes
Add length to the tails to make the face look wider at the temples.

Best brow shape for a ‘Heart-shaped’ face
If your face is heart-shaped, you will see that the forehead is the widest part of the face with the narrowest being
the point on the chin. Our objective is to make the forehead appear narrower and in turn soften the chin, making
it look less ‘pointy’.

Opt for a softly shaped brow with a very slight curve that is shorter in length and closer together to draw
attention to the middle of the face and balance the proportions.
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Tips :Avoid round brows on a heart shaped face as they will exaggerate the heart shape.
Avoid flat, straight brows as they will make the face look triangular.
Keep the brows shorter in length to give the appearance of a more narrow forehead to balance the jawline..
Keep the brows closer together to draw attention to the middle of the face.
Keep the arch closer to the centre of the brow to draw attention to the centre of the face.

Various factors to consider when determining the shape of your clients brows:
BROW FORMATION

BROW PROPORTIONS
BROW POSITIONING

THE DESIRED LONG-TERM BROW SHAPE
FACIAL SHAPE & FEATURES

CLIENT PREFERENCES
CURRENT HAIR GROWTH
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The Chloë Brow Design Formula

Learning & understanding The Chloë Brow design formula ensures that you will be able to o�er a bespoke, premium
brow shape, style & finish to all your clients.

This is the beginning of their brow journey.By determining the required shape & size of the brow you will be able to
advise your clients on where they need to grow more hair, what needs removing & which hairs they need to keep. Making

every brow hair count is one of the secrets to an amazing brow stylist.

Point 1
Marks the

starting point
of the

bulb.Point 1
starts just past
the bridge of

the nose,
upwards &
slightly out.

The width/size
of the bulb

may di�er with
each client.

Point 2 (pivotal
line)

Look for the natural
highest point of the

brow.Measure ⅔’s from
point 1 leaving ⅓ for the
tail. Your Lower 2 will

find the arch of the
brow. Upper 2 will

determine the
thickness of the brow.
Remember: the bulb
needs to be larger in

size & the tail needs to
be smaller.

Point 3
Helps to determine the

length of the brow.
This should cross the
line from the edge of
the nose through the

corner of the eyelashes
with the eyes open
looking upwards.

The tail should ideally
be higher or at least

level with the front of
the bulb.

Once the points are all lined up and connected via a fine tipped brow pencil you will see that the:
● Baseline lower 2 will determine the arch of the brow.

● Your topline upper 2 will determine the brows thickness.
● Once the points are decided, wax will be applied in straight lines to join them together.

The contours of the brow bone will turn the straight lines into natural curves. The design shape leaves us a margin for
tailoring the shape at a later stage of the treatment.
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Shape: the shape of the brow is determined by the topline upper 2. This can be angled,curved or have a soft curve.

Arch: The height of the arch is determined by the . This can be flat, low, medium or high.
Image from google images

Regrowth Programme
A regrowth programme is truly what sets this treatment apart from other brow treatments.

It is important to remember that The Chloë Brow formula is not a one o� treatment design for a night out or event. It is a
journey that you & your client will embark together.

After you have mapped out their brow using The Chloë Brow formula you will be able to see where regrowth is needed.
From here it is of utmost importance that your client returns on a regular basis for their treatments. It is also important

to advise your client not to do any form of hair removal at home.

In order to support your client through their brow journey you will need to educate them on what products they can use
between appointments to assist with growth or fill in the gaps whilst hair grows in.

Taking pictures and sharing them with your clients on each visit is a great way to encourage your clients of the progress
they are making as well as building an excellent portfolio for your business.
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10% of clients won't have to follow a regrowth programme.They will go straight to just having maintenance brows in
between treatments.

10% of clients won’t be able to achieve a full set of Chloë Brows. These clients would be better suited for microblading.

80% of clients will follow a regrowth programme.

REPEAT BUSINESS

● Clients do not need to grow their brows for months before their first treatment.
● Clients will return on average every 4 weeks.

● RAPID REGROWTH- clients with rapid regrowth and those who may be tempted to tweeze should return every
2-3weeks

● SLOW REGROWTH- those clients with soft, sparse hair and slow growth, should return every 6-8 weeks.
● BROW GROWTH=REPEAT BUSINESS

Remind your clients that when it comes to re-growth, it’s a marathon not a sprint.

Do not let them leave the salon without at least booking their next appointment even if it is provisional and make sure you
have available the recommended products or are able to order them in asap to help them between treatments.

The Chloë Brow for men
● Always refer to their consultation.
● Show pictures of di�erent styles.

● For a natural brow bulb,arch & tail should be similar in size to each other.
● Brow dye is not always necessary.

● A more defined brow is referred to as a power brow.
BE CAREFUL NOT TO OVERWORK A MAN'S BROW-CHECK HIS REQUIREMENTS!

Skin burns, grazes & cuts
THIN SKIN
Clients have very thin skin or are taking medication/applying creams that thin the skin.

TOO HOT OR COLD
Their skin could be sensitive to wax that you have applied too hot or too cold.

STRETCH
You have not applied enough stretch when waxing.

INFLAMED FOLLICLES
●Slight inflammation can result simply from the action of pulling the hairs out of follicles.
●Suggest speaking to their pharmacist who may advise a suitable product to reduce inflammation.
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Over removal of hair
What to do if you’ve accidentally (or the client feels you have) removed too much hair:

● Inform your client immediately
● O�er a complimentary brow palette or pencil to disguise the area in the interim period.
● Reassure them that the hair removal is not permanent.
● You may consider either refunding the treatment or o�ering the next visit free of charge as a gesture of

goodwill.

04 Step by step treatment process

Step 01
VISUAL BROW ASSESSMENT- Take the time to really look at your clients natural eyebrows, what is their natural
state like? Are they healthy? Strong? Suitable for The Chloë Brow treatment to go ahead? Are there any eye health
problems or contraindications that could a�ect the treatment or even a�ect the treatment being carried out? Does
your client su�er with any back problems? Breathing problems anything that can make them uncomfortable during
the treatment being carried out? Refer to & use your consultation and client record card to guide you. Ensure your
client is patch tested 48 hours prior to applications.

Step 02
CLEANSE the client’s eyebrows with anti-bacterial lash/brow Cleanser. Only 1 pump of the cleanser per brow is
necessary on a cotton pad. Make sure all cleanser is rinsed away and fan/pat dry.

Stage 03
APPLY ADHESIVE to the brow one small section at a time, waiting 1-2 seconds for the adhesive to become tacky
before combing your brows upwards & outwards into position using a Y comb. By waiting for the adhesive to become
tacky, you end up with a surface that grabs onto the hair rather than overloading with more adhesive because it is not
sticking very well. To re-manipulate adhesive on the eyebrow hair, just reapply adhesive to reposition. Working on one
eye at a time then repeating stage 3 onto the other eyebrow until both brows are in position to be permed into place.
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Stage 04
Apply Brow Bomb #1 the lifting lotion-
Start timer as soon as you begin applying the lifting lotion making sure that you apply a generous amount to cover the
brows, again if you prefer to work on one eye then the other be sure to set a separate timer for when you start the
second eyebrow or you can work on both eyes in section by section sequence ( example: inner corner of brow left eye
section, then left, then middle of right eyebrow, then the left, then the tail of the right brow, then left.)Ensure you use a
timer for each eyebrow or or one for both (working in section sequence).

Stage 05
PROCESSING TIMES (LIFT LOTION)
Very fine brows- 3-4 minutes
Fine and tinted brows- 4-5 minutes
Natural healthy brows- 5-6 minutes
Coarse healthy brows- 6-7 minutes

Stage 06
Remove lifting lotion using a disposable lipstick/flocked applicator-
Always remove in the same sequence as you applied the lifting lotion, making sure all traces of the product have been
wiped away. If any brow hair becomes loose or has been moved just re-apply adhesive & bond back into place.

Stage 07
APPLY SETTING LOTION #2-
In the same sequence as you applied the lifting lotion, now apply the setting lotion to neutralize those hairs into that
position, Again apply a generous amount to cover all hairs & make sure you set a timer for each eye as you start
applying to keep timing accurate.

Stage 08
(NEUTRALIZING) PROCESSING TIMES (processing times based on brow bomb by beautiful lashes & brows):
Very fine - fine & tinted brows 5 minutes
Natural healthy - Coarse healthy brows 6 minutes

Stage 09
REMOVE SETTING LOTION #2- using a disposable lipstick/flocked applicator-
Always remove in the same sequence as you applied the setting lotion, making sure all traces of the product have been
wiped away.
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Stage 10
APPLY TINT (OPTIONAL)
Before applying tint, be sure to remove any adhesive residue from the skin with a dampened cotton pad or cotton bud.
Using professional eyebrow tint, tint the eyebrows. Henna dyeing is only allowed 24 hours after the eyebrow
laminating procedure. Mix the tint according to the manufacturer's instructions to the colour of the brows or
consultation colour. Cleanse the area, ensuring it is completely grease free. Should you wish to apply petroleum jelly
to the surrounding areas of the eyebrow and repeat on the other eyebrow to act as a barrier you can do so or you can
use stain remover afterwards to remove it from the surrounding skin area. Apply a thin layer of eyebrow tint to the
eyebrow, one at a time, be sure to work both ways and apply an even amount until each individual hair is covered &
repeated on the other eyebrow.

Stage 11
PROCESS BROW TINT- Process tint on brows following tinting manufacturers instructions usually 10-12 minutes

Stage 12
REMOVE TINT with a flocked applicator
by brushing upwards from the base, away from the eye or with a damp cotton pad on each eye.

Stage 13
EYEBROW MAPPING/DESIGNING- Begin to use a 4 inch piece of threading string to map out your chosen brow
shape & design using your 1,2 & 3 points as shown in the picture. Use a fine tipped brow pencil map out your chosen
design from point to point. This will provide you with your guidelines for waxing showing you the areas you can
remove hair from & the areas you need the hair available.

Stage 14
EYEBROW WAXING-
Warm or hot wax can be used. The majority or therapists use more than one type of wax, since there is more than one
type of hair. The most common is warm wax & involves spreading wax onto the relevant areas using a swizzle stick
one small section at a time. A wax strip is then pressed onto the wax, which is then pulled o� removing the hair from
the root. Repeat on both eyebrows working around your chosen brow mapping & don't forget to cover the joining part
of the two brows in the middle (the monobrow area).

Stage 15
APPLY AFTER WAX LOTION
Using a cotton pad apply a small amount of after wax lotion to wipe over the waxed area to soothe any redness & to
remove any wax residue from the skin on both eyebrows and surrounding areas. ONce covered ensure you wipe over
the brows with a dry cotton pad to remove any excess lotion.
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Stage 16
Using a fine tipped Brow pencil Draw in a base line along the bottom of your new brow shape & brush into the brow &
repeat onto the other brow( remember little by little is best you can always build the pigment up by applying more if
necessary.) Repeat again with the top of the brow & brush in to blend the colour, This technique adds a crisp line
between the skin & the brow hair creating definition.If needed sharpen the tip of the pencil & use to add in hair
strokes into sparse areas to finish o� the definition of the brow with the brow pencil.

Stage 17
APPLY HIGHLIGHTER
Apply highlighter underneath the brow & along the brow bone & blend into the skin and along the bottom line of your
chosen brow shape to make your brow bone pop!

Stage 22
Tweeze any loose or stray hairs.

Stage 23
Show your client the finished result & advise your client on correct aftercare & maintenance for their new brows.
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Aftercare & Maintenance
Brow Lamination Aftercare:
● Avoid saunas, steam rooms & swimming for 48 hours after treatment.
● Be mindful of how you sleep at night as sleeping face down may reduce longevity & change the appearance of

the brows.
● Try not to rub them or stroke the brows, as this will transfer bacteria & oil onto them.
● Avoid hot water for 24 hours after treatment.
● Apply nourishing oil every night to keep your brows moisturised & to maximise the longevity of your clients

treatment.

Maintain your clients lamination with a lamination treatment every 6-8 weeks.
Tinting with PPD present in the ingredients should be carried out on clients using manufacturers guidelines, which
could mean brow tinting every 6 weeks only due to the exposure to the amount of ppd in the tint. Clients may come
into the salon for an extra appointment in between to tidy away unwanted hair in between appointments.

Waxing Aftercare:

Waxing aftercare advice must be given after every wax even if your client returns to you regularly.
It costs you nothing to quickly remind your client about the correct after care. Your regular clients
may not remember what you told them for four weeks, and new clients to waxing may not know at
all. Give this advice as standard after every wax

● No hot baths or showers for 24 hours. If the client must shower, then only use warm
water and avoid using soap on the waxed area.

● No sunbeds or sunbathing for 24 Hours.
● Avoid touching the area for 24 Hours.
● Do not apply any creams or lotions to the area for 24 hours.
● Avoid tight fitting clothes for the next few hours.
● The client may experience in-growing hairs. They should keep the area exfoliated

and moisturised from 48 hours after the treatment.
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Troubleshooting
While brow laminations are relatively easy to perform, there may be imperfections that you notice once the shields
come o�. We go through common issues you might face & how to solve them for perfectly placed brows.

ONE EYEBROW HAS A TIGHTER FORM THAN THE OTHER This happens when one eye processes longer than the
other. To keep the severity of the results even between eyebrows, ensure lotions are applied quickly & are removed in
the same order they were applied (if you started with the right eyebrow, remove from the right eyebrow first).

THEY DIDN’T LIFT This can result either from under-processing or over-processing. If the brows are
under-processed, they won’t achieve optimal lift & if they are over-processed they will straighten completely. Brows
with poor results can be re-lifted any time after 24 hours.

THE BROWS LOOK OVER PROCESSED This may be one of three issues:

01 The natural brows were not pulled up straight enough, & lifting lotion was brushed onto the whole area of the
brow-Always ensure natural brows are brushed up straight & tight against the skin prior to applying lifting lotion.

02 The tips of the natural brows were over processed-
To prevent over-processing the Brows, apply lifting lotion from one brow to another whilst setting timers for each eye
at the precise moment you start applying the lift lotion & remover in the same sequence..

03 The Brows need moisturising-
Nourishing lotion conditions the brows after processing however, if the brows are still dry your client should take
home a sachet of nourish & apply this daily.
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